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Abstract

Ultrasonic sensors present one of the most cost-effective digital distance measurement systems available for mobile applications. Their effectiveness is limited, however, in applications involving complex environments and when information on sensor position is unavailable. This paper focuses on the implementation and limitations of ultrasonic sensors and system design considerations during development of an Electronic Travel Aid [ETA] for the visually impaired utilizing ultrasonic sensors and vibrotactile feedback. Our work with sensors included signal filtering and triangulation to improve performance characteristics of ultrasonic-based measurements. Additionally, we describe the use of computer modeling to aid in the design of ultrasonic sensor systems.

1. Introduction

Research and development of electronic travel aids includes the use of global positioning system (GPS) technology, wireless network communication, ultrasonic sensors, and computer vision systems. ETA systems continue to grow more complex as mobile computing platforms mature; this project was conceived to consider the viability of utilizing ultrasonic sensors combined with vibrotactile feedback in order to minimize the complexity of the system for the end-user. Many existing ETAs are not well accepted by the visually impaired community.

As the capabilities of ETAs increase, so does the complexity of use. People with visual impairment must devote significantly more effort when navigating unfamiliar environments than do sighted people. They are unlikely to use a system if it distracts them from the skills they must acquire in order to be comfortable with nothing more than a white cane. We concluded that any system should minimize the potential to distract users. We chose tactile feedback using vibrating mechanisms in contact with the body to present information to the user. We chose not to use auditory feedback because people with visual impairment typically use sounds from the environment for navigation, and has a greater potential to distract users.

This paper focuses on our use of ultrasonic sensors in an electronic travel aid, and discusses the difficulties associated with using ultrasonic measurements in unpredictable environments. These include wide variation of target object properties and measurements taken without tracking sensor source location. Tracking sensor location can improve functionality, but increases cost and complexity because of additional sensors required to measure movement. Improved sensor performance can also be obtained through multi-point arrays, and multi-mode sensors.

2. Triangulation

Triangulation is the application of geometric relationships to scalar measurements to calculate the position vector of an object. In general, triangulation requires at least the same number of sensors as the number of dimensions within which to fix the position of an object – two sensors can identify location in a 2-D plane, while three sensors can fix location in 3-D space. Additional sensors can be added to improve resolution and accuracy.

Figure 1 shows a scenario that may result from using a single ultrasonic sensor. Objects at any point on the arc (e.g. point A or B) yield the same reading when measured by a sensor at S1. Without additional information the system cannot tell the user how to avoid an object, only that an object is present in the field.

Figure 2 demonstrates how the addition of a second sensor fixes object location in two dimensions. While readings from the left sensor (blue arrows) are...
the same as in Figure 1, readings from the right sensor (red arrows) have different lengths (as evidenced by the red arcs passing through each point) – creating distinction between point A and point B.

Figure 1 – Point A and B have the same scalar distance from a single ultrasonic sensor at S₁ and cannot be distinguished.

Figure 2 – Triangulation from S₁ and S₂ creates distinction between points A and B.

Figure 3 shows our naming convention for geometric parameters used for triangulation. Based on the length separating the sensors, L, and readings R₁ and R₂, we triangulate the distance D and angle θ between points O and P. The angle αᵣ is the angular orientation of sensor n. The angle γ is half of the angle from the detection beam centerline to the edge of the detection area, and is constant for a specific sensor. Finally, βᵣ is the angle to a specific reading within the detection field relative to sensor n.

Figure 3 – Diagram of geometric parameter naming convention used to derive triangulation equations.

We derived equations to calculate D and θ by applying the law of cosines to the system in Figure 3. Equations 1-3 are consistent with those established by Wijk, et al [1].

\[
\begin{align*}
\cos \beta &= \frac{L^2 + R_1^2 - R_2^2}{2LR_1} \\
D &= \sqrt{R_1^2 + \frac{L^2}{4} - R_1L\cos \beta} \\
\theta &= \cos^{-1} \left( \frac{R_1^2 - \frac{L^2}{4} - D^2}{LD} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

Situations may arise in which equations 1-3 have mathematically valid solutions that have no physical significance; such as when two separate objects are detected but misinterpreted as one. We derived limits for triangulation results based on the characteristics of sensor detection region geometry as criteria for rejecting triangulation results in order to prevent erroneous data from corrupting valid data during processing. Other methods handle anomalies differently. [1]

Figure 4 demonstrates two sensors detecting separate objects that are mathematically confused as one. The object at P₁ is detected from S₁, and the object at P₂ is detected from S₂. Applying equations 1-3 to this scenario will result in triangulation of point Pₜ. Pₜ is a mathematically valid solution to the equations, but it is not located within the region we can triangulate (the overlap between the shaded areas).

Figure 4 – Typical triangulation error associated with multiple objects in the detection region.

To prevent the error demonstrated above, we observe that angles β₁ₜ and β₂ₜ are outside the valid triangulation region (the overlap of shaded regions in Figure 4). Referring back to Figure 3, the left sensor detection region is bounded by angle β₁ = αᵣ ± γ. Thus, the valid range of equation 1 is given by:

\[
\cos(\alphaᵣ - \gamma) \leq \cos \beta₁ \leq \cos(\alphaᵣ + \gamma)
\]

Results from the left sensor are governed by equation 1, subject to the limit in equation 4. In order to establish similar boundary conditions for the right
sensor, we first need an equation describing the right sensor similar to equation 1. Solving the law of cosines for the angle $\beta_2$ yields:

$$\cos \beta_2 = \frac{L^2 + R_1^2 - R_2^2}{2LR_2} \tag{5}$$

By assuming that $\alpha_1=\alpha_2$, the system simplifies because, by symmetry, the limits in equation 4 apply to equation 5 as well. Furthermore, angles $\alpha_1$, $\alpha_2$, and $\gamma$ are constants, and equation 4 can be pre-computed to obtain constant minimum and maximum values for equations 1 and 5.

We utilized these simplifications to optimize our algorithm for application in a microcontroller. We included the constant values directly in the source code of our program to reduce processing time. Additionally, equations 1 and 5 do not calculate the angles $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ because only the cosines of these angles are required to find $\theta$; this avoids calls to trigonometric functions except for finding the angle $\theta$.

### 3. Sensor System Modeling

We modeled two sensors in MATLAB as part of the design process to optimize sensor configurations. We hoped to identify objective criteria to determine the effect of separation length and rotation angle, $L$ and $\alpha$ from Figure 3, for “best” detection. We focused on triangulating medium size objects, defined by the manufacturer as 3.25” diameter rods (or equivalent).

We defined “best” detection based on two constraints: maximizing the average width of the triangulation area, and maximizing the total area as measured by the number of potential triangulation points, defined below. Finding an orientation that maximizes both constraints provides the largest usable triangulation region.

The maximum average width of the detection area occurs when both sensor detection areas overlap completely (i.e., no separation between the sensors and no rotation). Except for this case, the overlap region will always be a subset of, and smaller than, the total detection region of a single sensor. As a result, this constraint draws the sensors close together.

The average width of the overlap region is a meaningful criterion because it provides a measure of triangulation effectiveness for navigational instructions to avoid obstacles. When the width is small, as in Figure 5(a), triangulation cannot take place in the regions scanned by only a single sensor – limiting the instructions that can help avoid those objects. A greater width, shown in Figure 5(b), allows triangulation to proceed for the majority of the detection area.

By drawing arcs at fixed distances in the detection cone and finding the intersections of arcs from both sensors, it is possible to map all valid triangles for sensors in a specific orientation giving a measure of the total area of detection. Of course the sensor does not operate on this principle but this allows a convenient method for calculating a measure of the area especially when the detection area is irregular. Our second criterion for effectiveness counts the number of arc intersections – which draws the sensors apart and introduces rotation, as shown in Figure 6 (a) and (b).

### 3.1 Image Analysis

This section describes our method to model system orientations with images. Our model was designed to find the effects of sensor orientation on the effectiveness of triangulation, and to estimate the change in effectiveness caused by small changes in sensor orientation. These changes in orientation could...
result from the user moving the sensor during normal use.

Our model used drawings of detection regions from the sensor manufacturer and image analysis methods to approximate sensor performance. By using images, arbitrary shapes can be used to draw the detection area – eliminating the need for a precise mathematical model. This allows the model to be changed quickly, rather than developing new equations that describe the detection region.

The theoretical detection area (found in the datasheet of the Maxbotix LV-EZ1 sensor) capable of detecting a 3.5-inch cylinder at 5V of power is shown in Figure 7(a). It shows detection to a maximum range of approximately 10.5 feet for this size object. The image was imported in Matlab as a binary image and cropped to remove empty space from all edges.

Figure 7(b) shows the detection region rotated and corrected for the separation length between sensors. The correction is accomplished by padding the right edge of the image with columns filled with zeros equal to the number of columns separating the sensors.

Finally, Figure 7(c) is a composite of Figure 7(b) to a copy flipped about a vertical axis. The normalized composite image displays the overlap of both sensor detection areas as white, while the area scanned by only one sensor is light grey.

In order to count the number of possible triangulation points, we fragmented the detection area image from Figure 7(a) into arcs spaced at fixed distances, each arc separated by one inch at a scale of 5 pixels per inch. The arcs must be greater than one pixel in width, and separated by a gap of more than one pixel. These conditions are used to ensure that eight-pixel connectivity can be assumed when counting connected clusters. If we assumed four-pixel connectivity, the same cluster might be counted multiple times if it is connected along a diagonal. Separating the arcs by more than one pixel ensures that there will be no diagonal connections in the composite image shown in Figure 8(b) below.

The example in Figure 8 simplifies and exaggerates our method to count triangulation points. Figure 8(a) is an individual sensor image separated into arcs and Figure 8(b) is a composite image of two sensors separated an arbitrary distance. Each cluster in Figure 8(c) represents an intersection of two arcs, similar to the interference patterns of light waves. By counting the clusters (i.e., groups of white pixels surrounded by black pixels), the number of intersections can be approximated.

3.2 Parametric Analysis

When designing our system, we specified mounting one sensor on each of the user’s shoulders, thereby limiting the possible separation length between sensors. For the initial simulation, we bounded length at less than twenty inches, and rotation angle at less than eight degrees.

Figure 9 and 10 show the results of the study with average width and intersection count plotted as a function of the two parameters length and angle. The average width of the sensor detection region is greatest

![Figure 7](image-url)  
**Figure 7** (a) Model of detection area. (b) Model image rotated and adjusted for sensor separation length. (c) Composite image (normalized) of left and right side sensors.

![Figure 8](image-url)  
**Figure 8** (a) Sensor area represented as separate arcs. (b) Composite image of overlap for two sensors. (c) Regions from (b) approximating arc intersections.
at small sensor separation lengths, and decreases as either the rotation angle or separation length increase. The number of intersections is not a function of rotation angle for small separation lengths, approximately ten inches or less; however, rotation angle is a factor for larger separation lengths.

The simulation results suggest that changes in separation length and rotation angle increase the number of intersection points more rapidly than the same changes decrease the average detection area width. Based on the detection characteristics of the sensors, we determined a range for location and angle that allow for predictable changes if either parameter varies slightly from the design specification. We concluded that triangulation with two sensors is most effective for separation lengths greater than twelve inches with rotation angles greater than five degrees for the specific sensor used in this study (Maxbotix LV-EZ1).

3.3 Model Validation

We tested two sensors spaced ten inches apart and angled towards each other five degrees from parallel in order to test the accuracy of the simulation. We placed a 3.5-inch diameter cylinder at several points near the edges of the theoretical detection range and took readings. After each reading, we moved the object towards the edge of the detection region to find the outer boundaries.

Each red dot in Figure 11 is located at the furthest position at which ultrasonic measurements correctly triangulated the stationary object. We mapped these points over an image of the theoretical detection area to see how well they agree. The results obtained show that the actual detection area closely corresponds to the predicted area provided by the manufacturer’s specifications.

4. Filtering Ultrasonic Sensor Readings

We incorporated a sliding window filter with either a Kalman filter, or a Gaussian low-pass filter to stabilize the signal. The voting method used in [1] by Wijk, et. al., is essentially a threshold filter based on the number of votes received. The potential field sensor, developed in [3] by Veelaert and Bogaerts, constructs a potential field which acts as a buffer that tolerates errant readings because the system does not need to track objects moving through the field.

A sliding window filter is a threshold filter, similar to a median filter [5] used in computer imaging. The purpose of the sliding window is to prevent a failure to detect small objects from corrupting the operation of the Kalman or Gaussian filter.
We added a Kalman filter [6] to improve the response characteristics of the sliding window filter. Kalman filters use a kinematic model of motion to approximate physical system behavior. When sensors detect objects in rapid motion, they are assumed to continue their path of motion instead of assuming they remain stationary during a sequence of unstable measurements.

We also implemented a Gaussian low-pass filter for baseline comparison with the Kalman filter. Low-pass filters introduce lag in the response curve. The lag induced by the Gaussian filter highlights an advantage of the Kalman filter, since the Kalman filter only requires one previous data point after it is initialized to calculate the current point.

We tested the filters on the detection of small objects, which the sensors frequently missed in normal operation. Figure 12 shows the response of both filters to a small object moving through the detection area. The Kalman filter provides the best combination of signal processing and lag time. However, the Gaussian filter is simpler to implement.

![Figure 12 – Filter responses for a small object in the detection region.](image)

5. Conclusions

This paper analyzed the application of ultrasonic sensors to a travel aid for the blind. Triangulation and filtering techniques were used to provide distance and bearing information. A modeling technique based on image processing was used to optimize the arrangement of the sensors. Experimental testing verified the accuracy of the modeling results.

Future work on this system will focus on further refinement of the triangulation techniques and integration of the distance sensors with the tactile display.
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